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Friction-Factor Models
A two-control-volume bulk-flow model is used to predict rotordynamic coefficients fo
annular, honeycomb-stator/smooth-rotor gas seal. The bulk-flow model uses
turbulent-lubrication model, which requires a friction factor model to define the sh
stresses at the rotor and stator wall. Rotordynamic coefficients predictions are comp
for the following three variations of the Blasius pipe-friction model: (i) a basic mo
where the Reynolds number is a linear function of the local clearance, fs5ns Rems (ii) a
model where the coefficient is a function of the local clearance, and (iii) a model w
both the coefficient and exponent are functions of the local clearance. The latter m
are based on data that shows the friction factor increasing with increasing clearan
Rotordynamic-coefficient predictions shows that the friction-factor-model choice is im
tant in predicting the effective-damping coefficients at a lower frequency range (60;70
Hz) where industrial centrifugal compressors and steam turbines tend to become uns
At a higher frequency range, irrespective of the friction-factor model, the rotordyna
coefficient predictions tend to coincide. Blasius-based Models which directly accoun
the observed increase in stator friction factors with increasing clearance predict sig
cantly lower values for the destabilizing cross-coupled stiffness coefficients.
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Introduction

Turbomachinery annular seals are provided to limit leakage
tween regions at different pressures. Seals increase the effic
of turbomachines; however, they can also significantly influe
the rotordynamics of high performance turbomachinery. Centr
gal injection compressors use honeycomb stators with smooth
tors, Fig. 1. This configuration provides good leakage contro
well as improved stability by increasing the seal’s effective dam
ing and is the subject of this paper. Aircraft gas turbines regula
use honeycomb stators as an abradable element with a toot
rotor labyrinth seal. As speed increases, the labyrinth teeth d
eters grow, and the teeth tips cut into the honeycomb stator.
configuration reduces leakage but does not improve rotordyna
stability.

Childs and Moyer@2# cited the elimination of an instability for
the High Pressure Oxygen Turbopump of the Space Shuttle M
Engine by changing the turbine interstage seal from a step
labyrinth, tooth-on-rotor configuration to a smooth-roto
honeycomb-stator configuration. Zeidan et al.@3# and Armstrong
and Perricone@4# presented case studies where rotordynamic
stabilities were eliminated in centrifugal compressors and a st
turbine by replacing tooth-on-stator labyrinth seals with smoo
rotor/honeycomb stator seals. Numerous subsequent papers
documented the successful elimination of rotordynamic instab
ties via this type of seal replacement.

In relation to dynamics of rotating machinery, annular gas se
have been modeled traditionally by stiffness and damping co
cients, expressed as
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2 H Fx

Fy
J 5F K k

2k K
G H x

yJ 1F C c

2c C
G H ẋ

ẏJ . (1)

The direct stiffnessK and direct dampingC terms account for a
reaction force in the direction of motion. The cross-coupled st
nessk and cross-coupled dampingc terms develop reaction force
that are orthogonal to the direction of motion.

Nelson@5# used a bulk-flow model to develop the first comple
analysis for determining rotordynamic-coefficients of smoo
bore annular gas seals. His model included the continuity eq
tion, axial and circumferential momentum equations, the ene
equation, and the ideal gas law as the equation of state. He
Hirs’ turbulent lubrication model@6# to define shear forces at th
stator and rotor walls in terms of a Blasius@7# friction-factor
model. Elrod et al.@8,9# modified Nelson’s model by changing th
entrance-loss factor model. Ha and Childs@10# used extensive
measurements of friction factors for honeycomb surfaces to
velop a new empirical friction factor model for Nelson’s mode
However, when compared to measured results from Pelletti
Childs@11#, this modified model made only modest improvemen
in the direct stiffness prediction.

In the authors’ response to comments on the paper by Ha
Childs @10#, Childs introduced a new two-control-volume to a
count for the gas volume that is ‘‘trapped’’ in the honeycom
cells. No axial or circumferential flow is possible in this seco
control volume; only transient radial flow is permitted betwe
the two control volumes. This model included a continuity equ
tion, momentum equations, and the energy equation for both c
trol volumes. Physically, the additional control volume acts
sharply reduce the effective acoustic velocity for wave propa
tion through the seal, and drops the acoustic natural frequen
dramatically.

Kleynhans and Childs@12# developed a perturbation solutio
1;
002 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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for the two-control-volume model~minus the energy equation!.
The governing equations for this reduced model are as follow

Continuity Equation.

]

]t
~rH !1

1

R

]

]Q
~rUH !1

]

]Z
~rWH!1Hd

]r

]t
50 (2)

Axial-Momentum Equation.

2H
]P

]Z
5tsz1t rz1rWV1

]

]t
~rWH!1

1

R

]

]Q
~rUWH!

1
]

]Z
~rW2H ! (3)

Circumferential-Momentum Equation.

2
H

R

]P

]Q
5tsQ1t rQ1rUV1

]

]t
~rUH !1

1

R

]

]Q
~rU2H !

1
]

]Z
~rUWH! (4)

In the continuity equation,Hd is the average~over the seal-face
area! cell depth. ForHd50, a constant-temperature version
Nelson’s model is obtained.

In contrast to Nelson’s model, the two-control-volume mod
predicted the stiffness and damping coefficients of Eq.~1! to be
strongly frequency dependent. Hence, the motion/reaction-fo
model of Eq.~1! was replaced with the general transfer-functi
model

2 H Fx~ iV!

Fy~ iV!J 5F D~ iV! E~ iV!

2E~ iV! D~ iV!
G H Dx~ iV!

Dy~ iV!J . (5)

The functionsD and E are defined from curve fits of the calcu
lated radial and circumfential impedances. The frequen
dependent rotordynamic-coefficients are obtained from the g
eral transfer function via

2 H Fx~ iV!

Fy~ iV!J 5F K1 jCV k1 jcV

2~k1 jcV! K1 jCV
G H Dx~ iV!

Dy~ iV!J . (6)

Note thatK, k, C, andc are now functions of the excitation fre
quencyV.

A seal that is whirling at a fixed radiusA with precession
frequency V will develop dynamic radial and circumferentia
drag reaction force componentsf r5A(K1V•c)5A•Keff and

Fig. 1 Honeycomb-Stator ÕSmooth-Rotor seal configuration,
Childs †1‡
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f u5A(V•C2k)5A•V•Ceff , respectively. We can use thes
expressions to define effective stiffnessKeff and dampingCeff
coefficients:

Keff5K1cV, (7)

Ceff5C2
k

V
. (8)

Note, thatKeff andCeff are also frequency dependent. As verifie
by past and ongoing tests at the authors’ laboratory, the t
control-volume model does a much better job of predicting
rotordynamic coefficients of the honeycomb seals. Comparis
of predictions for the two-control-volume model using differe
friction-factor models will provide a better understanding of t
model’s behavior and a guide for selecting the appropriate
‘‘best’’ models as additional rotordynamic test data becom
available.

Friction-Factor Models
Bulk-flow models have been used almost universally in annu

seal analysis for turbulent incompressible and compressible fl
They do not account for variation in the shear stress for the fl
within the clearance, but account for the shear stress at the bo
aries. In Hirs’@6# bulk-flow, turbulent-lubrication model, the shea
stress at the stator is defined by

ts5 f s
1
2 r~W21U2!. (9)

Models proposed to date for defining the friction factorf s are
discussed below.

The Blasius Model†7‡. Hirs used the Blasius model for pip
friction in his initial development. With this model,f s is only a
function of the Reynolds number Re and is stated,

f s5ns Rems, (10)

where for compressible flow,

Re5S P

ZcRgTD ~2H !AW21U2

m
. (11)

The two constantsns andms define the stator friction factor and
are empirically determined from experimental data. The hydra
diameter for an annulus is 2Cr whereCr is the centered radia
clearance. After Hirs, the hydraulic radius in Eq.~11! is 2H, so
that the Reynolds number and friction factor are functions of
local clearanceH.

The Moody Model †13‡. The Moody model is also based o
pipe friction data, and is the following function of the local Re
nolds number and relative roughness,e/2H wheree is the abso-
lute roughness,

f 50.001375F11S 2000
e

2H
1

106

ReD 1/3G . (12)

For pipe flow, this model is restricted to relative roughness l
then 10 percent. In general, honeycomb seals have a rela
roughness in excess of 10 percent, limiting the Moody-equa
effectiveness. More importantly, the Moody equation predict
decrease in the friction factor with increasing clearance, ver
flat-plate and seal test results showing the opposite outcome.
cause of this discrepancy, the Moody model is not used here

Childs and Fayolle Model †14‡. For liquid seals with a hole-
patterned-roughened stator, Childs and Fayolle defined a Blas
like friction-factor model based on leakage data from a rotat
annular seal at three different clearances. A least-square curv
was used to calculate Blasius type coefficients for each cleara
The friction-factor model

f s5ns Rems (13)
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 525
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was used where the coefficientns and exponentms are quadratic
functions of clearanceCr . Assuming that the changes in frictio
factor due to a change in local clearance followed these resultns
andms are stated:

ns5a01a1H1a2H2, (14)

ms5b01b1H1b2H2. (15)

The constantsa0 , a1 , anda2 are obtained from a quadratic curve
fit of ns versus clearanceCr . Similarly, constantsb0 , b1, andb2
are obtained from a quadratic curve-fit ofms versus clearanceCr .
In Eq. ~13!, the Reynolds number Re is a function of the nomin
radial clearanceCr , not the local clearanceH, since the data set
were obtained by varying the flowrate with the clearance h
constant. Eqs.~14–15! model the dependency off s on H. This
modeling approach will be used for honeycomb gas seals u
the data collected by Ha and Childs@15#. Since suitable data ar
available for only two clearances, the model reduces to:

ns5a01a1H, (16)

ms5b01b1H. (17)

Al-Qutub, Elrod, and Coleman Model †16‡. Measurements
were made in a nonrotating annular-seal test rig for a honeyc
seal with a cell width of 1.59 mm and a cell depth of 1.8 mm. T
results showed that the friction factor was a function of Reyno
number Re and the seal clearanceCr . The clearance effect wa
dominant, and the friction factor increased with increased cle
ance, similar to the results found by Ha and Childs@15#, and
Childs and Fayolle@14#. Al-Qutub et al.’s friction factor model is
also based on the Blasius model and is defined by

f s5FC11C2S H

b D GRems, (18)

where

C150.05126, C250.5569, ms520.096.

Note: The Reynolds number Re in Eq.~18! is a function of the
nominal radial clearanceCr , not the local clearanceH.

Friction-Factor-Model Predictions

A Review of Friction-Factor Measurements. Ha and Childs
@15# friction factor data were obtained for smooth and honeyco
surfaces. Tests were conducted for three clearances~0.25, 0.38,
0.51 mm!, four cell widths~1.57, 0.79, 0.51, and 0.41 mm!, and
three cell depths~2.29, 3.05, 3.81 mm!. In about 40 percent of the
cases, the friction factor increased abruptly with increasing R
nolds numbers.~Note that this happened at Reynolds numbers
the order of 20,000 or higher.! The friction factor results used her
apply for the remaining cases where the friction factor decrea
slightly with increasing Reynolds number. The tests allow for
dependent variation of the Reynolds numbers~through changes in
the pressure differential! and the clearance. Experiments show th
the friction factor was sensitive to changes in the clearance,
erally increasing with increasing clearance as shown in Fig. 2.
friction-factor also depended strongly on the cell width, cell de
and clearance. The ratio of honeycomb cell depth to honeyco
cell width d/b and the ratio of clearance to honeycomb cell wid
Cr /b were shown to be important parameters.

The present study considers a honeycomb seal withb
51.57 mm andd52.29 mm. Figure 2 shows measured frictio
factor data at clearances of 0.25 mm and 0.38 mm respecti
with applied curve-fits corresponding to the Blasius friction-fac
model of Eq.~10!. The Blasius friction-factor model at 0.25 mm
clearance takes the form

f 50.0776 Re20.1465, (19)

and at 0.38 clearance is
526 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
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f 50.0973 Re20.1277. (20)

Most industrial seal applications have a clearance between
mm and 0.35 mm; hence, the 0.51 mm clearance data were
used. The Blasius model used here has the coefficientsns
50.077,ms520.1465.

Comparisons of Friction-Factor-Model Predictions. All of
the models except Ha’s are variations of the Blasius model.
Qutub et al.’s model is similar to the Childs and Fayolle model
that ns is a linear function of clearance; however, their expone
ms is constant. We are interested in changes to the rotordyna
coefficient predictions due to a change in the form of the frictio
factor models, versus changes in the model’s internal parame
Since empirical constants for Al-Qutub et al.’s model are n
available for honeycomb with cell depth of 2.29 mm and c
width of 1.57 mm, the data obtained by Ha and Childs@15# were
used for this model’s coefficients.

To obtain rotordynamic coefficients, a perturbation analysis
carried out for the governing equations, based on a small pe
bation of the seal rotor about the centered position. This deve
ment requires partial derivatives of the stator friction-factor w
respect to pressure, velocity, and local clearance. We will sh
that differences in the solutions for the Blasius, Childs and F
olle, and Al-Qutub et al. models are mainly due to differences
the partial derivative of the stator friction-factor with respect
clearance. The partial derivatives are shown below.

Blasius Model.

] f s

]H
5msns Re0

ms
1

Cr
, (21)

where

Re05S P0

ZcRgTD ~2Cr !AW0
21U0

2

m
.

Childs and Fayolle Model.

] f s

]H
5Re0

~b01b1Cr !
@a11b1~a01a1Cr !loge Re0# (22)

Fig. 2 Friction-factor versus Reynolds number at varying
clearances, cell width 1.57 mm, and cell depth 2.29 mm;
friction-factor data, Ha and Childs †15‡
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Comparisons of computed rotordynamic coefficients with different friction-factor models at 10, 200 rpm, 6.89 bar inlet
pressure, 0.5 pressure ratio, and clearance 0.19 mm „bÄ1.57 mm, dÄ2.29 mm …
t

n

olds
e of

or
Al-Qutub et al. Model.

] f s

]H
5Re0

msFC2

b G (23)

In carrying out the partial derivatives, the Reynolds number in
Blasius model is assumed to be a function of the local cleara
H. In the other two models, Re is not a function ofH, but the
coefficientns and exponentms are. This approach is consiste
ournal of Tribology
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with the data taken to develop the models where the Reyn
number were varied due to changes in pressure for a rang
constant clearances.

Figure 3 compares predictions for the different friction-fact
models at a running speed of 10,200 rpm~170 Hz!, inlet pressure
6.2 bar and 0.5 pressure ratio. The predictions nearly coincide~for
all models! for the magnitudes and trends of direct stiffnessK,
direct dampingC and effective stiffnessKeff . Differences arise in
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 527
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Fig. 4 Comparisons of the k and c rotodynamic coefficients using reduced „constant exponent … friction-factor models at 10,
200 rpm, 6.89 bar inlet pressure, 0.5 pressure ratio, and clearance 0.19 mm „bÄ1.57 mm, dÄ2.29 mm …
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the cross-coupled stiffnessk, cross-coupled dampingc, and effec-
tive dampingCeff . Note that the magnitude ofc is about 100 times
smaller than the magnitude ofK; hence, the different prediction
for c make a minor difference inKeff at low frequencies making
an insignificant difference in the location of a lower critical spee
The magnitude ofc is an even smaller fraction ofK at higher
frequencies andKeff at running speeds.Synchronouspredictions
for Keff can be quite important in compressor rotordynamics, si
the stiffness predictions for the balance piston seal of a h
pressure injection compressor are comparable to the bea
stiffnesses.

Differences in predictions forCeff arise from the differing pre-
dictions for k. The Blasius model predicts a higherk value than
the other models, resulting in a lower prediction forCeff at low
frequencies~60;70 Hz!. The predictions forCeff at running speed
~170 Hz! basically coincide; hence to the extent that synchron
response depends onCeff , all predictions would coincide. The
difference in predictions forCeff arising at lower frequencies i
important in regards to stability predictions, since unstable mo
is generally associated with a rotor’s first natural frequency. O
viously, higher predictions forCeff at low frequencies would yield
predictions of a more stable mode. In trying to stabilize compr
28 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
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sors, the honeycomb cell depth is generally varied in an atte
to maximize damping at the~subsynchronous! first natural
frequency.

Differences in predictions for the Blasius-type models of Chi
and Fayolle, and Al-Qutub et al. arise because of the coefficie
ns and ms depend on local clearance with partial derivatives
presented in Eqs.~22! and ~23!. Absent this dependency, bot
model reduce to the original Blasius model. Predictions fork and
c using a reduced Childs and Fayolle model~constantms values
only! and the Al-Qutub model are shown in Fig. 4 and basica
coincide. Predictions for the reduced models~constantns and
ms values! of Childs and Fayolle, and Al-Qutub et al. mode
are shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the predictions fork andc from
the reduced models are very close to the Blasius model a
frequencies.

Summary and Conclusions
Except forc andk, all friction-factor models predict the sam

rotordynamic coefficients. Different predictions forc will have
minimal influence on the predicted rotordynamic response. Dif
ent predictions fork resulted in appreciable differences forCeff
predictions in the 60;70 Hz range. AccurateCeff predictions are
Fig. 5 Comparisons of the k and c rotodynamic coefficients using reduced „constant coefficient and exponent … friction-
factor models at 10, 200 rpm, 6.89 bar inlet pressure, 0.5 pressure ratio, and clearance 0.19 mm „bÄ1.57 mm, dÄ2.29 mm …
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particularly important in this frequency range because of stab
considerations in centrifugal compressors, and the Childs-Fay
model predicts higher values than the Al-Qutub et al. models
higher frequencies, predictions forKeff andCeff tend to converge
for all of the models.

Nomenclature

b 5 honeycomb cell width@L#
C, c 5 direct and cross-coupled damping coefficients@FT/

L#
Ceff 5 effective damping coefficient@FT/L#
Cr 5 seal radial clearance@L#

d 5 honeycomb cell depth@L#
D 5 direct impedance@F/L#
e 5 absolute surface roughness height@L#
E 5 cross-coupled impedance@F/L#
f s 5 friction factor of stator

Fx, Fy 5 components of seal reaction force@F#
H 5 local clearance@L#

Hd 5 effective honeycomb cell depth@L#
K, k 5 direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients

@F/L#
Keff 5 effective stiffness coefficient@F/L#
Ma 5 Mach number

n 5 Blasius friction factor coefficient
m 5 Blasius friction factor exponent
P 5 pressure@F/L2#

Pc 5 critical pressure of air@F/L2#
R 5 seal radius@L#

Rg 5 gas constant@LF/MT#
Re 5 Reynolds number
U 5 circumferential bulk fluid velocity@L/T#
W 5 axial bulk fluid velocity@L/T#

x, y 5 relative displacement between stator and rotor@L#
ẋ, ẏ 5 relative velocity between stator and rotor@L/T#

Z 5 axial coordinate@L#
Zc 5 gas compressibility factor
m 5 fluid viscosity @FT/L2#
t 5 shear stress@F/L2#
v 5 rotor rotational frequency@1/T#
V 5 rotor precession frequency@1/T#
Q 5 circumferential coordinate
Journal of Tribology
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Subscripts

r, s 5 denotes rotor and stator
0 5 parameters calculated atH5Cr
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